PUBLIC ART GRANT
Grant Cycle 2019 Application Questions
grants@bravogreaterdesmoines.org
515.243.0388

***These questions are provided for planning purposes only.*** Bravo Greater Des Moines will not accept any
application that is not submitted through FluidReview. Please review the Grant Cycle 2019 Guidelines for
program eligibility requirements and deadlines.
Project Contact
Title
Email
Phone
Applicant City
Address
Zip
FEIN
Total Project Budget
Grant Request
Funds secured to date
Indicate whether you are seeking funds for: new public art (including concept development) or public art
master plan [checkbox]

The following questions are for new public art
For applicants seeking funding only for concept development, please just answer the questions marked with an
asterisk.
PROJECT INFORMATION
*Briefly describe the proposed project. (50 words)
State the location for the public art and explain why the particular location was selected and who was involved
in the location selection. (175 words)
*Explain how the project budget was derived. Identify any artist and/or consultant who contributed to the
project estimates and include the date on which the budget was last updated. (150 words)
*Has your city allocated funding for the project? Y/N
If Yes: How much is the city contributing?
If No: Explain whether your city anticipates allocating funds for the project and when it will do so. (100
words)
*Have private funds (i.e. not city funds) been secured for the project? Y/N
If Yes: Explain where the funds are from (individuals, businesses, grants, etc.). (100 words)
If No: Explain whether your city anticipates soliciting private donations for the project. (100 words)
*When will the new public art be installed? (25 words)

SUSTAINABILITY
State the expected lifespan of the public artwork. (25 words)
*Describe how your city will maintain and sustain the new public art. (175 words)
*Describe how the project enhances your city’s current public art collection. (150 words)
ENGAGEMENT & ARTISTIC VALUE
*Has an artist been engaged for this project? Y/N
If Yes: Who is artist and describe their accomplishments. Explain why your city decided to work with this
artist and describe who was involved in the decision. (150 words)
If No: Explain when an artist will be selected and describe the process your city will use to select an
artist. (125 words)
If No: Explain the role the artist will play in the project. (125 words)
*Describe how community input is sought and incorporated into the project. (200 words)
TIMELINESS & GOALS
*State your city’s public art goals and explain how this project aligns with those goals. (175 words)
*Explain why the project is a priority for your city at this time. (125 words)
Describe the contingencies in place for potential issues and delays—like funding, weather, staff, etc.—with
completing and maintaining the project. (150 words)

OVERALL PROJECT MERIT
*Describe how the project advances the cultural priorities of the Regional Cultural Assessment. (125 words)
*Describe how the project reaches those whose opportunities to experience the arts are limited by geography,
ethnicity, economics or disability. (175 words)
*Describe how the project enhances arts, culture and heritage engagement in the Greater Des Moines region.
(125 words)
APPLICATION ATTACHMENTS
Required:

*Project Timeline – Detailed timeline of major milestones for the project. Include milestones
already reached and use specific dates when possible.
*Project Budget – One-page budget that details the costs to fully complete the project. Include
maintenance and sustainability allocations. Clearly identify any expenses
already incurred.

If Available: Project Images – Up to three images for the project. These can be artist’s renderings, sketches,
photos of the site or equipment or stock photos of the materials to be used.
Make the images compelling and part of the case for funding.

The following questions are for public art master plans
Is this the first public art master plan for your city? Y/N
If Yes: Explain why your city has decided now is the time for a public art master plan. (125 words)
If No: State when the plan was last updated and explain why your city is updating the plan now. (125
words)
Describe how a new public art master plan aligns with and advances your city’s goals. (150 words)
Describe how the project advances the cultural priorities of the Regional Cultural Assessment. (125 words)
Has a consultant been engaged to help create the public art master plan? Y/N
If Yes: Who is the consultant and describe their accomplishments. Explain why your city decided to work
with this consultant. (175 words)
If No: Explain when a consultant will be selected and describe the process your city will use to select a
consultant. (125 words)
When will the public art master plan be complete? (25 words)
Describe how community input will be sought and incorporated into the public art master plan. (200 words)
Describe the steps your city will take to activate on the findings and recommendations of the new public art
master plan. (175 words)
APPLICATION ATTACHMENTS
Required:

Project Timeline – Detailed timeline of major milestones for the project. Include milestones
already reached and use specific dates when possible.
Project Budget – One-page budget that details the costs to fully complete the project. Include
maintenance and sustainability allocations. Clearly identify any expenses
already incurred.

If Available: Project Images – Up to three images for the project. These can be artist’s renderings, sketches,
photos of the site or equipment or stock photos of the materials to be used.
Make the images compelling and part of the case for funding.
Sign Your Application
Recipients of a GC19 Public Art Grant award will be required to sign and submit a Grant Agreement by 3:00 p.m.
on Thursday, August 15, 2019.
I acknowledge that I have read and understand the application materials and grant guidelines. I certify that all
representations, warranties or statements made or furnished in connection with this application are true and
correct in all material respects.
Please use your mouse to electronically sign on the line below.

You have answered all of the questions in the GC19 Public Art Grant Application. You may edit your responses
until 3:00 p.m. on April 5, 2019. Click the "Back" button to return to any previous responses you would like to
edit.
If you are ready to submit your application, please take the following steps:
1. Click the "Save & Exit" button at the bottom of this page. You will be taken back to the "Public Art Grant
Application Round" page.
2. Click the "Submit GC19 PAG Application" button on the "Application Round" page. Your application is not
submitted to Bravo until this step is completed.
3. You will be prompted to confirm that you are ready to submit your application. Clicking "Cancel" will take you
back to the previous page. Clicking "Continue" will submit your application to Bravo.
4. Check your inbox to confirm that your submission was received. Be sure to check the junk/spam folder.
5. If you did not receive a confirmation email immediately after submitting your application, please contact
Bravo staff at 515.243.0388 or grants@bravogreaterdesmoines.org.
Thank you!

